Abstract Due to the fast progress of the Internet, and with the increasing numbers of public terminals spread everywhere, people can access personal sensitive data or perform transactions easily through these public terminals. Identifying these public terminals is therefore a most urgent topic. We propose an efficient and secure scheme that meets real environmental conditions for authenticating these public terminals before conducting a transaction.
Introduction
Today, people can access personal sensitive data or perform financial transactions through public Internet kiosks that are located at malls, airports, hospitals, government agencies, etc.. Unverified kiosks are problematic for secure Internet services, as all service data is available in unencrypted form to the kiosk. Before performing personal data access or a transaction, people are required to enter their password or PINs to reliably authenticate themselves to the backend service server. However, using a public Internet access terminal creates an opportunity for persons with criminal intent to use a fake-terminal to cheat users. Currently, a counterfeit public terminal can keep users completely in the dark. The fake-terminal usually reports some plausible error messages to the users after the sensitive information has been revealed.
In accordance with these problems, in 1999, Asokan et al. [1] proposed solutions for different scenarios that correspond to different situations where the users are equipped with devices of different capacity, such as a personal trusted device with its own display, a smart card without a display, or a memory card. The Asokan et al.'s working model is shown in Fig.1 . Asokan et al.'s solutions assume the use of suitable existing authentication protocols such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) [5] , KryptoKnight [2] , and Kerberos [8] Later, Cheng et al. [4] modified part of Asokan et al.'s work using the public key algorithm concept. However, in a general and comprehensive pre-view, these solutions are not perfect because many interactive steps are necessary.
In their proposals [1, 4] , there were only four parties in their working model: the user, the personal trusted device, the public terminal and the server. Any public terminal can be activated by the user's trusted device to access various services from the server. These public terminals are susceptible to the fake-terminal attack: the attackers set up a fake terminal and steal the unsuspecting users' sensitive information, such as passwords, PINs or private e-mails, when the users attempt to use these fake terminals. Because unverified terminals are problematic for secure Internet service, all users will intend to authenticate the secure authenticated channel between the terminals and the server has already been set up before performing any transactions.
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Fig. 1 Asokan et al.'s working model
In consideration of the real environment, there should be a PoC (Point-of-Contact) server to handle all communications with kiosks [3, 6] . This concept was proposed by Laufmann [9] and the architecture was sketched as Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2
Kiosk Support Service Architecture [9] In Laufmann's proposal, the role of the PoC server is an agent to serve the deployed kiosks as a single point of contact, managing message traffic and performing service tasks between the kiosk request and the backend services. It isolates the kiosks, both physically and architecturally, from the backend service servers, and vice versa. Through the PoC server, people perform transactions to the backend service servers to access various services on the kiosks. In fact, this architecture is similar to E-voting system [7, 14] . This model is not the same as Asokan et al.'s solution. Moreover, the PoC server can only authenticate the deployed kiosk since the users' accounts are on the various kinds of backend service servers. In fact, S. Ross et al. [12] also agreed and proposed a similar architecture to bridge the gap between the terminal and the Internet services. In consideration of such an architecture, the previous works [1, 4] were impractical because that they assumed that only one server could directly authenticate both the users and the public terminals. We therefore propose a novel scheme base on Laufmann's model to meet the real environment.
Our scheme
In this section, we propose an efficient and more competent secure method to meet the kiosk support service architecture. There are five entities in this system, each user U is equipped with his personal trusted device D which is used to connect the public terminal T to access the Internet service from the web-site server W through the PoC server P. The following Fig. 3 will briefly sketch the interaction flow of our scheme. U → D : Each user U is equipped with his own personal trusted device D which could be a cell phone, PDA, smart card, or memory card. The device D is used to connect the public terminal T to access the Internet service. D → T : Before processing any transaction, the device D will request the terminal T to authenticate itself to the PoC server P. At the mean time, the device D also prepares some information to ask the terminal to forward and acquire the evidence to prove that this terminal is not a fake terminal.
The interaction flow of our scheme T → P : Only a real terminal T deployed by the PoC server P can pass the authentication to forward the evidence-request information to the server P. P → W : Under the public key system infrastructure, the PoC server P and the web-site server W can authenticate one another. The evidence-request information can be securely forwarded to the server W. W → P : According to the user's account and the evidence-request information, the evidence, called authenticator, will be decrypted by the web-site server W and sent back to the PoC server P. P → T : The PoC server P forwards the authenticator to the terminal T. T → U : The terminal T shows the authenticator to the user U as evidence that it has passed the authentication series. In addition to the above descriptions, we will use some notations to explain how to construct our scheme in the remaining part of this section. Our scheme is divided into two cases by the different types of user trusted devices: one is the device with a smart card; the other is the memory card.
The scenario for a smart card
Step 1: U → D U selects a Step 2: D → T D requests T to authenticate itself to P. D then selects a nonce N and sends to T the
Step 3: T → P T runs a mutual authentication protocol to P. If it succeeds; they set up an authenticated channel. At the same time, using t as the timestamp, T also forwards the T ID , )
data to P during the authentication.
Step 4: P → W All of the above data are hashed and signed by P's secret key SK P as the stamp
)), and P forwards all of the data with the stamp to W.
Step 5. W → P W verifies that the stamp was really signed by P using 
Step 6: P → T P uses SK P to decrypt the encrypted data
, and forward
Step 7 
The scenario for a memory card
Step 1: U → T U requests T to authenticate itself to P. U also enters the index i of his random selected ) ( i PK tor authentica E W which is stored in the memory card.
Step 2: T → D T reads the encrypted ) (
Step 3: T → P T runs a mutual authentication protocol to P. If it succeeds, they set up an authenticated channel. At the same time, using t as the timestamp, T also forwards the
tor authentica E W data to P during the authentication.
Step 4: P → W All of the above data are hashed and signed by P's secret key SK P as the stamp = 
Discussions
In this section, we will examine our scheme against the "fake terminal attack" and the "fake-in-the middle attack". The fake terminal attack involves an attacker setting up a fake terminal to fool users into trusting it. The fake-terminal-in-the-middle attack involves a fake terminal connected to a legal terminal to fool users into trusting it.
The smart card model
We know that the trustworthiness of T depends on the correctness of the displayed authenticator. In our solution for the smart card, only the legal terminal T can get the correct authenticator from W through P (in step 5 and step 6) under the situation that P is authenticated by W (in step 5) and T is authenticated by P (in step 3).
To speak in detail, in step 5, W authenticates P by verifying its signature as
D (stamp) under the public key system infrastructure. Thereafter, P will be a trusted intermediary between W and T. Of course, W will also trust T since any fake terminal cannot pass the authentication to P in step 3. Using these authenticated channels between W and T, the encrypted data of
, and ) (N E W PK which are generated by D can be securely transferred to W in step 3 and step 4. Only W can decrypt 
f r o m t h e smart card, because it cannot pass the authentication series. In this way, any user can make insure that T is legal before any transaction. Consequently, our scheme can stand against the "fake terminal attack".
Moreover, in the "fake-terminal-in-the-middle-attack", is there any real probability for a fake terminal to be connected to a legal terminal tries to foil users in trusting it? In fact, the displayed authenticator shows only on the monitor of the legal terminal without any other output channel. Suppose the attacker cannot capture the magnetic radiation from the legal terminal or there is no place to hide a video camera in front of the legal terminal, then there is no way to clone the displayed authenticator. Clearly, the "fake-terminal-in-the-middle-attack" will not occur if the hardware and software of the legal terminal are invulnerable.
The memory card model
Similarly, in our solution for the memory card, only the legal terminal T can get the correct authenticator from W through P (in step 5 and step 6) under the situation when P is authenticated by W (in step 5) and T is authenticated by P (in step 3). In detail, W authenticates P in step 5 infrastructure. Thereafter, P will be a trusted intermediary between W and T. Of course, W will also trust T since any fake terminal cannot pass the authentication to P in step 3. Using these authenticated channels between W and T, the encrypted data of ) ( from the memory card, because it cannot pass the authentication series. In this way, our scheme against the "fake terminal attack" and the "fake-terminal-in the-middle-attack".
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel authentication model that guards against the fake terminal and fake-terminal-in-the-middle attacks for the public computer kiosk (public terminal) support service architecture. In our scheme, unverified terminals will not be problematic for secure Internet service because all users will authenticate the secure authenticated channel between the terminals and the server that has already been set up before performing any transactions. We believe that our work in this area will help bring more commerce applications to the public terminal support service architecture. For example, Smith and Pedersen [13] organized such electronic services into security taxonomies: K 0 (standalone), K 1 (networked), K 2 (private information), K 3 (transactional). According to these taxonomies, there are more security topics for further research such as:
1. How to provide private, remote information such as a user's query about current credit limits etc. via a networked kiosk system? 2. How to allow clients to change private, remote information such as electronic transaction via a networked kiosk system? In the future, people will be accustomed to accessing various transactions through public terminals conveniently. Research on security problems should therefore receive more attention.
